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The Junior Class will sponsor a chicken and
Bar-B-Q pork dinner tomorrow before the football game on the field opposite the stadium. The
cost will be 1.25 per plate.
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WSBF Radio Experiences 'Split' In AM-FM
Freshman Runoff Elections
Tap Mike Hammer President

Program Schedule
Undergoes Changes

Polls Open Once Again

Freshman runoff elections were held Tuesday. Mike Hammer from Elkins,
West Virginia, majoring in electrical engineering, was elected president of the
freshman class. Only approximately 500 people voted in the election. Andy Heiskell
from Atlanta, Ga., an industrial management major was elected vice president.
Pete Sherratt from Toms River, N. J., an architecture major, was elected secretary. Elected for the office of treasurer was Jimmy Glisson, a chemical engineering major from McCormick.

Lecture Series

RE Week Feotures
Foremosf Theologian
Theological Lectures will be
conducted this season by the
Rev. Gustave Weigel, S, J., professor of ecclesiology in the
School of Divinity, Woodstock
College, Md. Rev. Weigel is reputed to be one of the nation's
foremost theologians and a noted lecturer.
The lectures will be held
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in the
auditorium of Tillman Hall.
All students, faculty and residents of the community are
invited to attend.
Subjects of Rev. Weigel's talks
will be: "The Churches and the
Cold War," "The Religious Nervousness of the Intelligentsia,"
and "Catholic - Protestant Relationship in the United States."
Dr. Weigel graduated from
Woodstock College in 1928. He
earned the doctor of philosophy and doctor of sacred theology degrees at Gregorian

Traffic Committee
Clarifies Strict
According to Doug Richardson,
member of Traffic Committee,
there are several clarifications
.to be made concerning traffic
regulations.
Parking is permissible in
timed zones 20-30 minute areas
from 5 p.m. until 7 a.m. Mondays through Fridays and
from 12 noon Saturdays until
7 a.m. Mondays. No parking
will be allowed in visitors
spaces at anytime.
For unloading purposes, students should get permission
from the Traffic Counselor's Office. Parking in the rear of the
hospital is for students visiting
the hospital only.
Dining Hall employee lots are
for dining hall employees only.
These lots are checked day and
night. The dining hall lot adjacent to the large student parking lot at the Field House is
frequently violated overnight,
according to the Committee.

* ******

Rev. Weigel

University in Rome. He was
awarded honorary degrees of
doctor of literature at Catholic University of Chile and
the doctor of philosophy at the
University of Vermont.
He is the author of several
books and contributes articles
to various religious and educational journals. He has lectured
in many universities throughout the nation, including the
Yale Divinity School, and participated in the State Department Intellectual Exchange Program in Europe and South
America.
The College, the YMCA and
the local churches jointly sponsor the annual Theological Lectures each year.

Elected for the office of senator were as follows:.
Charles Abies from Liberty,
majoring in agricultural engineering; Charles Andrews from
Sumter, majoring in electrical
engineering; Phil Bradley from
Charleston, majoring in electrical engineering; William
Campbell, also from Charleston,
majoring in electrical engineering; and Bill Casson from Columbia, majoring in arts and
sciences.
Also were Charles Funderburke
from Rock Hill, majoring in textile chemistry; Bill Hagler, a
major in arts and sciences, from
Columbia; and Lloyd Kapp, also
from Columbia, majoring in
dairy.
Mike Hammer said that he
would like to extend his thanks
to those who voted. He also
said that he was extremely
disappointed at the poor turnout for the election. He expressed his appreciation of the
honor of serving the freshman class and will do his best
to live up to the trust and
responsibility his classmates
have placed upon him.
Gray Garwood,
Chairman,
Election Board, expresses his
opinion in saying, "It is understandable that the freshmen are
somewhat confused at the beginning of their college career,
but such confusion is not enough
ground for the seemingly indifferent attitude which they have
towards elections. If this standard of participation continues,
it would seem in order to abolish these offices in which no one
takes an interest."
Boh Newton, Student Body
President, said that the freshmen must not be very interested in having a voice in the
student government. "A surprisingly small percentage of
(Continued on page 3)

WSBF's Board of Director's announces that effective Oct. 16, at 4 P. M., "WSBF Radio will experience a
new era in its broadcasting activities."
Engineering Director Jim Belk announces that several new pieces of equipment have been installed to enhance the operation of WSBF in this new "era" of
broadcasting. The equipment includes a completely
independent FM studio which will enable the station to
"split program", that is, to broadcast one program on
AM and an entirely different program on FM at the
same time.

Language Club
Posts Foreign
Film Schedule
Student polls opened once again this Tuesday for the students 1o vote for offices,
week's vote failed to elect officers because of no majority. (Photo by Jerry Stafford)

Effort To Upgrade

Clemson Sets New Admission Policy

Clemson College adopted a school principal's recommendanew admission policy which tions and intangible factors.
went into effect this SeptemAll enrolling students must
ber. To upgrade student effort, take College Entrance Examto aid in the development of ination Board tests in scholfuture leaders, and to minimize astic aptitude, English comthe state's per student cost of position, and intermedihigher education are the objec- ate mathematics achievement.
tives of this policy.
However, one who earns a
Dr. R. C. Edwards states that grade above the "cut - off"
the college will be looking for score currently used in the col"well-rounded, mature students lege boards will not be autowith good motivation as well as matically admitted, Registrar
a high level of educational K. N. Vickery stresses.
'■ High school record and .rank
achievement."
must indicate that the student
"The result will be a maxi- has ability to do college work,
mum investment of the high is properly motivated, and has
cost of college education in established habits of study esstudents who appear best qual- sential to college success. Specified to benefit personally and ial attention will be given to
professionally."
grades obtained in such college
Four areas of consideration preparatory subjects as English,
will be given "weight and em- history, mathematics, science,
phasis" by the admissions of- and foreign language. Recomfice:
Entrance
Examination mendations from the high school
tests, high school record, high principal must substantiate
emotional stability and suitable
character.
Prospective students lacking in
these characteristics, although
possessing sufficient ability, may
be rejected. "On the other
of the Graduate School, Univer- member that is interested in hand," interprets Vickery, "if
sity of Louisville; and Dr. John reading the report should check a student is just above the borderline in ability but has great
A. Hunter, President-elect of with any of these men.
LSU.
Dean Williams stated that this
This group will arrive on Oc- was a part of an evaluation protober 15, and will be guests of gram for every college and uniPresident Edwards later that versity in the South. A map of
evening. Beginning on Monday the campus will be made availmorning, each committee mem- able to each committee member
The Tiger regrets that it
ber will begin a three-day pro- by the administration. However,
gram of interviewing. These in- no member of the administration will be unable to mail back
terviews will be held with stu- will accompany committee mem- issues of The Tiger to those
persons whose subscriptions
dents as well as faculty members bers on visits or interviews.
The visitation group will use were received after the first
according to Dean Williams.
as headquarters workrooms the papers were published. This
On October 19, the committee
statement is released in anwill meet with President Ed- Office of the Graduate Dean and
swer to the large number of
wards for a final question and the penthouse at the Clemson
House. The names of all mem- requests for back copies made
answer session, and sometime
by subscribers.
during November a full report of bers of the faculty and staff
All subscriptions will be
who served on any of the fiftytheir visit, with their recomseven Self - Study committees started the week that they are
mendations, will be made to the
have been given to the visitation received and will run until the
Southern Association and to the
end of the school year.
group.
college.
The purpose of these interviews
is to gain additional information Tulane Weekend
as the basis for a full report to
the Southern Association of Colleges and Universities. This report, along with the Self-Study
volumes, will be forwarded to
the main office of the Association in Atlanta. Additional inAll clubs interested in reserv buildings will be given those
formation concerning the pending a campus site for the erec- groups who require electrical
ing visit of the Association Comtion of homecoming displays outlets for power.
mittee will be given to all mem3) Priority will further be
may contact Phil Severy in Abers of the faculty when it is
741 (phone 654-9969) for this given to professional or departavailable.
mental organizations for sites
purpose.
Bound copies of the SelfThere are two categories for near their respective buildings.
Study report are now being judging: the animated and
4) Confirmation of reservaplaced in the offices of each the still life. Prize money has tions must be made in the Ofdean and the President of the not yet been set. The three fice of Student Affairs not later
Faculty Senate. Any faculty judges have not yet been chos- than November 1.
5) Organizations shall not been, but possibly one will be a
gin erecting their displays prior
returning alumnus.
Rules governing displays are to Wednesday, Nov. 1.
6) Individual clubs and organ
as follows:
1) Only those clubs and or- izations shall be responsible for
ganizations which have met the security of their respective
Inter - Fraternity Council re- C.C.P. registration requirements decorations.
cently elected Bill Hambright, shall be permitted to reserve a
7) Organizations are encoursenior mechanical engineering campus site on which to erect aged to erect a small dignified
major from Decatur, Georgia, a display (Exception shall be sign indicating its name beside
as Secretary. Hambright re- made with regards to profes- its decoration unless the name
places Doug Reeves, who did not sional and departmental organ- is carried out in the display itreturn to Clemson this semes- izations.) After all properly reg- self.
8) Decorations will be graded
ter.
istered clubs have had the opMr. Ed Florey, Resident Coun- portunity to reserve sites and if down by judges if they are not
selor, was selected as the IFC any remain unclaimed after the completed when they are offifaculty advisor. Mr. Florey was registration period has ended, cially reviewed.
9) Each organization shall be
a member of KA fraternity at then the delinquent clubs may
reserve an area and be an of- responsible for removing its decAuburn.
IFC will have Open Rush on ficial entry entitled to full rec- oration from its site not later
than Monday afternoon, Nov.
Tuesday, November 7. Open ognition by the judges.
2) Priority for sites near
Rush is open to all students.

Evaluation Team Climaxes
College Self-Study Program

Clemson College has finished
the College Self-Study which
was begun before Dean Kinard's
death. There will be a visit
to the college on October 16-19
by an evaluation group selected
by the Southern Association of
Colleges, according to Dr. Jack
Williams, Dean of the College.
The nine-man team, headed
by Dean John Hunter (president - elect of LSU), will be
composed of members from major colleges all over the South.
They are Mr. W. M. Filfield,
provost for agriculture, University of Florida; Mr. L. B. Dietrick, Dean of Agriculture, VPI;
Industrial Management Aux- Dr. R. E. Stiemke, Dean of
iliary is sponsoring a Bridge Civil Engineering, Georgia Tech;
Tournament Tuesday at 7:30 Mr. Porter Kellan, Librarian,
p.m. in the YMCA. Prize for University of Georgia; Dr. W. M.
high score will be a radio. Ad- Pearce, Vice President of Texmission is set at 65c per person. as Tech.
The October meeting of the Also, Dr. H.H. Sisler, Head,
Auxiliary was held last week. Chemistry Dept., University of
Mr. Dave Watson spoke on the I Florida; Mr. D. G. Fulton, Dihistoric Piedmont section of I rector of Student Affairs, NorthSouth Carolina and illustrated l western State College of Louisihis talk with slides.
I ana; Dr. Guy Stevenson, Dean

IMA Sponsors
Bridge Tournament

Eddings Wins Top Cadet Award

Last

Tiger Sets Policy
On Back Issues

motivation, advanced maturity,
is emotionally stable and of excellent character, he will be given every consideration for admission."
The college assumes the responsibility of deciding when
good qualities outweigh limitations and when a student has
a fair chance of college
achievement. Intangible factors of character, maturity,
motivation, contribution to
student life, obedience to authority and salutary rules of
discipline, and emotional stability will be, carefully assessed.
"The intangibles are far more
difficult to measure than academic achievement and potential," notes Vickery.
Prospective students,
their
(Continued on page 6)

Under the auspices of the Department of English and Modern
Languages, and in cooperation
with the School of Engineering,
the Modern Language Club is
presenting a foreign language
film series.
The movies are shown at 7
and 9 p.m. in the Civil Engineering Auditorium.
The remaining films for the
semester are:
Oct. 16—THE THREEPENNY
OPERA, 112 m„ 1931, German.
Oct. 30—BALLAD OF A SOLDIER, 89 m., 1960, Russian.
Nov. 6—THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS, 120 m., French.
NOV. 13—FLAMENCO (COLOR), 79 m., Spanish.
Dec. 11—GATE OF HELL
(COLOR), 89 m., Japanese.
Membership cards may be obtained at the door- on a semester basis — $1.00 per student
membership. No tickets may be
purchased for individaul showing, and membership cards must
be shown at the door for admission to each film. All films
have English subtitles. For
further information call Extension 306.

Civil Engineering Offers
New Graduate Degree
This fall the College is introducing a graduate program
which will lead to the first degree of Master of Science in
Water Resources Engineering
ever given in the South.
The Civil Engineering Department is offering this new
degree and its head, Dr. Linvil G. Rich, has announced
the three scholarship recipients in this initial year of the
program. They are: Edwin C.
Lippy of Littlestown, Pa.,
Michael Carter of Jacksonville Beach, Florida,
and
Johnnie W. Smith of Columbia.
Mr. Lippy and Mr. Carter,
1961 Clemson Civil Engineering
graduates, received their traineeships from the Public Health
Service which only grants 72
scholarships nationally valued at

$3,000 and tuition. Mr. Smith
has been enrolled by the South
Carolina Stream Pollution Control Authority on a grant from
the American Water Works Association. A family man, Mr.
Smith will major in bacteriology
and minor in water resources.
Dr. Rich, the author of a
new 308-page book on unit
operations of sanitary engineering, will head this program which is designed for
both professional practice and
advanced study at the doctoral
level. It includes course work
in unit operations and process
of sanitary engineering, industrial water treatment, water
resources policy, hydrology,
and open - channel flow.
The other faculty members
(Continued on page 6)

In addition to this, another
turntable and tape recorder have
been installed in the master
control room, as well as remote
control facilities for all of the
equipment in the station.
Both the AM and FM control
rooms have been air conditioned
due to the increased heat generated by the new equipment
and also to allow the "man on
the board" to work in comfort.
To service the two new dormitories presently under construction, the engineering staff
of WSBF is presently building
a new remotely controlled AM
transmitter which will be installed in the area to transmit
programs for residents' enjoyment.
Aside from building and installing equipment, the station
Engineering staff is in the process of accepting junior engineers.
Business
Director
Forrest
Dixon announces that a contract has been signed with the
"Press Association." Dixon
stated, "this contract will provide WSBF Radio with the Associated Press News Service
twenty-four hours a day."
Hector McLean, Program Director, announces that the program schedule of WSBF will undergo an extensive change. McLean stated, "since the beginning of Student Radio here at
Clemson, our programming policy has been to satisfy as many
students as possible, and at the
same time to present high-quality programming.
"In keeping with this policy,
WSBF will begin separate programming for AM and FM on
Monday at 4 p.m. On AM we
will run the nation's top tunes
from 4 until 5 p.m. and at the
same time, on FM, we will
feature high quality uninterrupted music which will provide
the best in FM listening enjoyment.
"Our programming will remain split until 7 p.m., at which
time we will begin a simultaneous operation on AM and FM.
We have added several new
shows; a prime example being
"East of Midnight." This show
will run from 12:02 until 1 a.m.
each morning Sunday through
Friday and will feature latenight early-morning mood music.
"Nightbeat," which will run
from 11:05 until 12 each night
Sunday through Friday, will be
primarily a jazz show.
"Our biggest change in the
programming will be a complete
(Continued on page 6)

Dr. Edwards Presents 'Eagles' To Col. Skardon

Clubs Must Register
For Homecoming Sites

IFC Selects
New Secretary

Cadet Colonel James A. Eddings receives the Air Force ROTC
Commandant's Award furnished by James Connally Air
Force Base, Texas Summer Training Unit. The award is
presented by Colonel Claude B. Thompson, Professor of Air
Science, from Clemson College. The Commandant's Award
is the highest award given during the summer training period
performed between the Junior and Senior years. Cadet Eddings earned the distinction of being first in competition with
over 200 cadets from 38 institutions throughout the United
States, with some of these being designated military colleges.

Recently promoted to the rank of Full Colonel is Colonel B. N. Skardon, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics. Dr. R. C. Edwards presented him with his Eagles at a
ceremony last Thursday while Colonel McDowell, PMS, looked on. Col. Skardon was assigned to Clemson in July 1959. He graduated from Clemson in 1938 and entered the military service as a Second Lieutenant of Infantry in 1939.
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EDITORIALS

Friday, October 13, 1961

The "Mad Match" Strikes Again!!

Vending Machines Help
Late-Studiers, Smokers

Administration Praises Attitude Of Students;
Problem Of Vandals Creates Hazard To Students
Ed. Note: The following is a
statement by Dean Coakely of the
Office of Student Affairs. It pertains to the problems of vandals
and his idea of how it can be solved.
The Administration is favorably impressed with what appears to be a most
successful beginning of an academic
year. President Edwards and Dean Cox
have been particularly complimentary
of student behavior thus far. For the
vast majority of our student body such
praise is well deserved. Yet, there is a
small minority among our student body
who have prevented a perfect beginning. It will be the same minority who
will adversely affect the Student Body
of '61-'62 being referred to as the finest
group of Clemson students ever assembled.
Over the years Clemson Student
Bodies have developed certain prides,
tolerances, and characteristics which
have become traditions and the foundation of which we refer to as the Clemson
spirit. Pride has come from our advances academically, in our facility
growth, the contributions our alumni
have made and are making to a democratic way of life. Pride has also been
enhanced by the success of our athletic
teams. Though the Clemson spirit defies
accurate definition to many it means the

feeling of togetherness and a burning
desire to do all things that reflect favorably on the College, its student body,
and its alumni.
Clemson student bodies have been
known to tolerate unpremeditated
cheating in classrooms for a passing
grade, but not tolerate cheating for A's.
Traditionally, Clemson students have
not tolerated stealing nor informing on
other students.
Providing information on persons
who through deliberate, gross carelessness, or immature acts endanger the
lives and property of their fellow students or seriously impair the rights of
others to study in a proper atmosphere
is not violating any "stool pigeon" code
Such information will be held in confidence as to its source and be used by
proper authorities to correct or eliminate a menace to the Clemson society.
I cannot at this time speak for the
administration. My personal feeling is
that there is no place at Clemson for
those who start fires in dormitories, or
throw bottles or rolls of tolet paper
from dormitory windows. Such "Harry
High School" activities will continue
as long as law abiding students of
Clemson allow "sneak thieves" to operate undetected in their malicious way of
attracting attention.

Point Of View

Fraternities Create Interest In College
But Are They Hurting Competitive Politics?
Social fraternities on the Clemson
campus began their third year of activities with the commencement of this
semester. What have they done for the
school? Are they tearing down the
school spirit? Are they really here to
stay? These are just a few of the many
questions that need to be answered. The
fraternities have pushed student government more into the spotlight by taking interest as a group rather than as
an individual.
Students in general seem to be more
interested in what is going on. This, we
feel, is due in part to fraternities. Of
course, this enthusiasm for politics
could prove to be dangerous. When a
fraternity member runs for office, the
whole group is behind him. This is a
definite advantage for the fraternity
candidate. The student who is not a
member of a social fraternity must rely
mainly on his contacts to help his cause.
If fraternities are going to limit candidates for political office, the results
could prove damaging to the idea of real
competitive politics.
Fraternities at Clemson are in the
most crucial period of their develop-

ment. What they,do today will determine their existence tomorrow. Some
students have the idea that only
"wheels" are in fraternities or you must
have a position or title in order to qualify for membership. All of these statements are erroneous. The whole idea
behind fraternities
is brotherhood.
Everyone likes to belong to a group — a
group he can call his own.
During rush season, an individual
has a chance to pick a group, if any,
which he feels he would enjoy associating with. Fraternities give an individual
something to work for, something to be
proud of when the work is finished. In
a fraternity,
friendships are made
which will be an enormous help in years
to come. They are not the friendships
that fail the test of tim« At least, they
should not be. Will fraternities continue
to grow at Clemson? Yes, we think they
will. If we could look into a crystal ball
and see this campus fifty years from
now, we would probably see some, if not
all, of the present-day frats working for
a better Clemson. The challenge is here
today. If the fraternities do not meet
this challenge, the cause is lost.

National Publication Critiques Converse College
The following article appeared in the
October issue of World Campus. We
wonder what the results would have
been had this quiz been given at Clemson.
The faculty of Converse College,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, is still
shaking. Seems that an Identification
Quiz, involving the names of thirty-five
prominent personalities, was given to
thirty Converse upper-classmen. . .And
when all of the answer-sheets were tabulated — well, even allowing for the deliberate goof, to put it charitably, the
results were startling.
Only Emily Post, John the Baptist
and Scarlet O'Hara were identified by

100 per cent of the students. At the other
extreme, no one knew who David Susskind was, and only one could identify
J. Paul Getty.
One of the identities related to current events, Dean Rusk ("Dean of Converse School of Music") was missed by
57 per cent; Harold Macmillan ("head
of A.F.L.-C.I.O.") by 34 per cent; Barry
Goldwater ("a very liberal Democratic
leader") by 27 per cent; and Werner Von
Braun ("German Prime Minister") by
85 per cent.
Two people thought Francis Bacon
wrote the "Star Spangled Banner."
Floyd Patterson was called a contemporary poet and Helen Hayes, a Hollywood
reporter.
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Yo Might Soy

Cheating Prevails In All Colleges
But Students Provide Only Cure
An interesting sidelight of
the TIGER - Administration
Banquet list week was the discussion of the time-worn topic
of cheating. Although it is one
with which every student is
very familiar, it never fails to
stir response and provoke
thought.
Cheating is a disease that
plagues every institution and
Clemson, unfortunately, does
not enjoy immunity.
Every
school
year
there are cases revealed
of cheating,
and the resulting punishment
and publicity is
not only an embarrassment to the students
involved, but to the school.
When cheating scandals
make the newspapers, it is
only natural that people remember the school and not
the names of the students involved. So to penalize students
for doing something that is
both socially and morally
wrong and at the same time
to safeguard against further
abusement of the school's reputation, colleges have set up
stringent cheating punishments.
Allowed to go unchecked,
cheating spreads in a college
like cancer, and, in just a very
short time, the wrong of
cheating is suddenly buried
under an avalanche of acceptability because "everyone does
it.'" Just what is your opinion
of cheating? It is difficult to
answer without hesitation,

By ZALIN B. GRANT
Tiger Editorial Columnist
Isn't it?
Even now, talk of an honor
system brings laughter and
comments of we already have
an honor system: "The professors have the honor and the
students have the system."
Although this is said in jest,
it is, in essence, the truth.
Professors do have honor . ..
or at least most of them do.
And as for the students having
the system, there can be no
doubt. If some students spent
as much time studying as they
do making "crib notes" and
"skinnies," then the flunk-out
rate would decrease considerably.
'
Ties, socks, watches, pencils,
fingernails, cuffs—are all utilized by ingenious students in
their search to find a foolproof way to cheat. This type
cheating is common all over
America, and that is highschool around Clemson. The
Clemson specialty Is "riding a
horse."
When you see someone,
beady-eyed and sweaty, running around the dormitories
the night before a quiz looking
for a horse, you can rest assured that he is not shellshocked or crazy. And you can
also be sure he's not looking
for a horse of the four-legged
variety; no, an ass would come
closer to being what he is
looking for.
An ass is a two-legged animal who is usually relatively
intelligent and relatively stupid at the same time, and,
through his stupidity, he lets
someone take advantage of his
intelligence by giving him in-

formation during a quiz, or
doing what is commonly referred to as letting someone
ride him. And, might I add,
there have been some good
jockeys to ride at Clemson and
they have picked up top prizes
in June without any disqualifications.
The definition of cheating
covers a lot of ground — not
just the looking over the shoulder type. It is very doubtful
... or just about downright
impossible, ttiat any of us could
truthfully say that we have
never cheated in any way.
But what can be done about
this problem? I say let's set
up a definite standard and
stick to it. For instance, I do
not believe studying old quizzes—as long as they are not
stolen quizzes — is cheating,
and most probably there are
some of you who emphatically
disagree.
Another suggestion is for the
administration and faculty to
adopt a new attitude in discouraging cheating. How many
times have you heard this
statement: "when you cheat,
you're only cheating yourself."
I hate to "bust" any soap
bubble illusions they may have,
but I believe every student at
Clemson knows that when he
cheats he is cheating himself.
Some just don't give a happy
.. .darn!
Perhaps the preceding suggestions would help to some
extent the problem facing us,
but the real answer lies not
in administrative policy but
in the conscience of each student.

Talk Of The Town

Bonfire Bums, Roller Rams,
Vandals Vex, Students Suffer
Sure! We've all got plenty
of money to spend. Why not
have a little fun ... burn down
a dorm... wreck a car ...
steal utensils from the dining
hall. .. throw away 100 rolls of
tissue paper ... steal signs ...
break windows and run. I
mean — after all—isn't this
good clean, college fun!
Many of you are probably
laughing at this point for
you are all guilty to some degree of at least
one
of' the
above mentioned
"pranks."
I agree that a
sexy bud sign
enhances your
otherwise bare
room. . . that
you do need sugar to put in
your coffee ... or, that even
some thrill could be involved in
the burning of a bulletin board
notice or a name tag.
But have you stopped to
consider what this can mean
to you in monetary terms? If
you haven't, you may be snickering out of the other side of
your mouth. Think about this.
Let me point some of the
facts out to you who don't follow me.
Quite recently some "jolly
prankster" was feeling his
oats, and thought he would impress his buddies with his prow-

By GRAY GARWOOD
Tiger Feature Editor
ess. He proceeded to roll a
heavy asphalt spreader to the
edge of a hill and let it go—
smack dab into the side of
a student's parked car.
Later that night a pyromaniac got his jollies by setting a fire in the hall of the
A-8 dorm. This resulted in
damage of about $400.00 to the
building. Not too much . . . but
who pays for it? You and I do!
Now I don't know about
you, but I certainly resent
some jerk getting his jollies off
of my money, and all I get out
of it is an increase in my tuition. And this is exactly what
can happen as a result of such
a prank. This is a state institution and what comes into it
comes out of our pockets.
"Now," you ask, "how can
such a small sum cause any
great rise in our expenses?
Why, even an IM major can
figure that 400 dollars among
4,000 students will come out
to be a very small sum." But
add to this damage losses from
the dining hall of over six
hundred dollars for the yearall because some of you would
rather steal cups, sugar, and
silver—and the sum grows
larger.
Then add the losses due to
wasted tissue paper — not to
mention the costs of cleaning
off the quadrangle. And let
us not slight those few who

have learned to appreciate the
finer things of life, such as a
"powder room" sign, or a "reserved for John Doe" sign.
There are even a few of you
with a narcissus complex who
just can't resist taking a mirror back home with you! Jolly
fun, heh!
These sums will soon add up
to a figure in the thosuands of
dollars which can only be listed
as destructive damage and this
damage can only be listed as
payable from the student body
as a whole because the guilty
individual or individuals can't
be located. None of you mind
this, I'm sure!
Lest any of you be confused
by the supposed levity of the
preceding passages, let me
hasten to add a few words of
sober wisdom. Only you and I
can do anything about this
matter, and I hope that I am
doing my part by bringing
this matter to your attention.
You will have to carry the ball
from here on out (providing
one doesn't fumble!).
And while we are on that
subject I promised last week
to praise when it was due, and
I certainly think it is due to
our fightin' Tigers. I could
even go so far as to say "I
told you so" but . . . well, I
guess I have said enough for
one week.
K. P.'s Post!

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Asst. Feature Editor
Have you ever — been hungry, thirsty, or in dire
need of a smoke when studying late, late, late? You
glance at your watch and mentally note that the canteen has long since been closed, Dan's is also closed,
and the truck stop is too far away. Just thinking about
your helpless situation urges these needs to greater
heights and then drops you disgustingly into the
same rut.
If you are not included in this category of latestudiers, your luck is certainly outstanding. Walk
across the quadrangle some night after 12 or so and
try to estimate — estimate, I say — the number of
lighted rooms just around the inside, then triple this
number for an estimate of late studiers for the entire
school.
What could be done to eliminate this problem?
Perhaps everyone could buy food supplies in tremendous stock during the afternoon and survive the night,
or perhaps they-could cut their classes and begin
studying earlier in order to be through before 12.
Naturally, these examples are ridiculous, but consider another not-so-ridiculous-as-the-average-Joe-mightthink-idea. This idea is basically the simple installment of a few simple vending machines in several
simple strategic places on each simple level. Simple,
hum?
If these strategically located trio of machines included a drink, cigarette, and small junk machine,
what more could anyone expect? If you were suddenly struck by a sudden yen for a snack, drink, or
smoke; if you felt lucky and wanted to try your luck
on some type of machine; or if you had an overabundance of nickles and dimes weighting you down,
why not trot down to#these machines and cram coins
in until your every need was satisfied.
Surely the profit from these machines would contribute steadily to their purchase and upkeep. Happiness and satisfaction would then flow through the
students as they emptied their pockets and also
through the persons responsible for the installing of
the machines as the pockets were being emptied.
Risk of vandalistic destruction of these machines
cannot be considered a logical reason for failing to
install them, for such vandalism doesn't exist. Sure,
some destruction is carried out spasmodically on a
small scale, but it is reasonably obvious that these
machines would be quite safe, well used, and satisfactory to the needs of the many students who desire
them.
Not only would these machines be used to offer
late-studiers a break, but might possibly eliminate a
little of the crowd in the canteen as many students
would save themselves a trip to the canteen during
the day to utilize them.
In quoting a well-known dignitary who said
"Don't take a back seat in a buggy or your coattail
will drag in the mud", it becomes apparent that we
are taking a back seat, for this idea is not new at all,
you all. Many, many colleges have such modernistic
machines dotting their halls. As an example, one college in the lower part of the state for boys who major
in war even has these things. Surely we will soon join
the other colleges in happy vending machine usage.

Tiger's Roar Needs To Roar

A

Have you ever — been to a football game in big
bad DEATH VALLEY and wished you could hear the
Tiger's roar over the speaker, or did you even know
that there was such a roar in the possession of the
school? Imagine the spine-tingling sensation created
if a tremendous roar echoed throughout the stadium
everytime the Tigers did something terrific. Closely
following every touchdown, extra point, smashing
tackle, or unusual run, this great roar could serve as
an outlet for the emotions of every student as it
drowned out all noise.
Rumor has it that there IS such a roar and that
it is even played at every home game. If there is one,
it is certainly not the one previously mentioned! This
roar would be amazingly fashioned after the roar of a
real Tiger, played loudly enough to be very apparent,
and played so often that it becomes an integral part
of the game.
Naturally, it would be unquestionably great if we
had a live Tiger as a mascot to wheel around at games,
fashioned after the sharp-looking horse that was
loaned to Furman for symbolic purposes, but a Tiger
would be a little unreasonable. Picture the great
thrill of seeing a mighty Tiger on the field, but picture at the same time the expense of purchase and
upkeep, the inconvenience involved in carting it
around, and the great dishonor to the Tiger's dignity
if he had to be constantly caged.
\
In lieu of this impractical situation, the least that
can be done is to capture a portion of the spirit of this
animal and convey it to the troops in the stadium via
our very sufficient speaker or sound system. If such a
roar is put into use, watch the reaction among the
students as they cheer more loudly, harbor a greater
feeling of pride, and show their appreciation of the
support rendered by these intermittent roars.
At present, the Tiger — which, incidentally, is
fading badly — wags his tail and looks on with a triumphant gleam in his eye. Why not let him roar as
proudly as he gleams and wags, for this would be
much more noticeable than either wagging of the
tail or the gleaming of the eye.
As for praise, have you ever stopped to think
about the great amount of praise that should be used
in the description of our stadium? First of all, it is
the largest stadum in the entire state. This outstanding feature does not stand alone, but is highlighted
by well-kept grounds, an over-abundance of good
seats, and adorned by a new sign facing the highway.
This new sign, the back of the scoreboard, bears the
inscription "DEATH VALLEY — Home of the Fighting Tigers". How appropriate for such a fine stomping
ground!! !
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.His threat I
could ignore...
but his butchered
couplet demanded
retribution.

Spiritual Life Needs Emphasis;
College Involves Religious Study
By CHARLES RATNAL, JR. | approved and scheduled funcFort Hill Presbyterian Church j tion of the college under the
The Theological lectures which I sponsorship of the Y.M.C.A.
will be presented Monday, Tues- j and planned and coordinated by
day and Wendesday, October 16,; the President's Committee on
17, and 18 of next week in the j Religion and Ethics.
College Chapel, are worthy of,
It is quite proper to assume
the attention of the whole aca- from this that there is clear
demic community. Father Wei- recognition of the fact that
gel, who is an outstanding schol- the latest and best men in the
ar of the Catholic Church, will field of theology be offered to
be the lecturer and will be able the whole academic communito confront us in scholarly ty and especially to the stuterms with Christian truth.
dents of the college. Also imWhile it will serve as an op- plied is the recognition that in
' portunity for Catholics to hear order to be "educated" the
whole realm of spiritual values
one of the outstanding men of
and spiritual truth must be
their faith, it offers those of us involved in our concern.
who stand in the Protestant
In a technological college such
Christian tradition an opportu- as Clemson it seems that there
nity of understanding more of
ought to be not only recognithe faith of our brother Christians. I know of no other word tion of the need for theological
that needs to be said more ur- understanding and spiritual emgently at this time than to in- phasis, but a glad acceptance of
dicate that failure to take ad- this very real opportunity which
vantage of this opportunity will is ours. Therefore, speaking as
be a real loss for any individual. one who is concerned for intelIn the first of the annual The- lectual honesty, moral integrity,
ological Lecture Series last fall and spiritual understanding
a Baptist minister spoke. Next among you who are readers of
year a representative of another the Tiger need to urge that you
denomination will have his hear Father Weigel in the Thechance. The series is an officially ological lectures.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Lawrence Advocates
Drastic Reformation

By BOBBY DYE
have no time to worry about
Tiger Asst. Feature Editor such things, Professor Lawrence
In 1661, people were very, points out some vital historical
I very happy—they were also facts missed by most historians
- ivery, very much behind us in heretofore, and presents an outMuXm^W^-. progress. In 1761, people were standing plan for the future.
still very happy—still very much He advocated that people of
behind us. In 1861, people were these previous times merely
still happy—still behind. This rocked along contentedly acceptyear, 1961, we are up with our- ing their situation, wheras peoselves as far as progress is con- ple of today are forever clamorcerned and we have run out of ing for progress and striving
happy. • By what description desperately to better themselves.
By JOHN ALLAN LONG
may a people who have run out
Professor Lawrence has obWhat was the mainspring to the Civil War; or can of happy go?
viously been the first to recogwe, today, point to any single factor and say that this is Professor Lawrence L. Law- nize this despairing trend and
why the South seceded from the Union, and, thus, why rence has recently completed a be so bold as to take immediate
there was a subsequent war fought? I think we can study of this situation and action to thwart the impending
summed it all up in a book that downfall of our people. Now that
point to a single cause.
is a combination review of the it is in the open, it is evident
If the celebrated agents,
past,
analysis of the present, that Professor Lawrence's words
namely, industrialization versus life remained with them up and a peek into the future. This must be heeded and his plan
to
the
Civil
War.
agrarianism, the moral arguastounding novel is appropriate- followed precisely.
ment, etc., were removed; there
But how were the Southern ly named "A Review of the
Professor Lawrence proposed
would appear what I think can colonies founded? Virginia was Past, an Analysis of the Pres- that we continue our weird
be referred to as the mainspring
firstly a trading colony, the ent, And A Peek Into The Fu- ways until January 24, 1962
to the War — that is, the main the hope that something
others were gifts from the King ture."
terial versus the spiritual.
new will develop and change
Professor Lawrence, associto
royalists
who
had
remained
If this conflict is the cause
our situation. However, If
ated with the Little League
of the Civil War, the slavery faithful during the Cromwellian A and T College of Brunswick,
things do not change and we
issue, the merchant - farmer
are still in that same rut when
heads the French, History,
issue, though vital primers, are
the big day rolls around, he
As these colonies developed j *********
nonetheless effects of this fun- and expanded, a close contact
maintains that we should imdamental cause.
mediately revert to the old
was kept with England—a counway of life. Reassumption of
Now a determinist will argue try going through a period of
the styles, customs and ideas
that this is not a cause but mistresses, gambling, and lavof yesteryear will come Into
rather an effect of an earlier ish living. This was the founimmediate effect.
dation of the South. Though,
cause (which in turn, accordmore moderate in some cases,
Down will go the hair, prices,
ing to him was an effect in it- tms tmd 0f i£fe continued in
and skirt lines and up will come
self) begun earlier in colonial i the South up to the Civil War,
the cotton sales, mud-grip boots,
America or even in England. To a life of great plantations opand most of all—contentedness.
erated
by
slaves,
of
pretentious
refute this reasoning, keep in
Calculus
and art appreciation
homes and furnishings and livmind that the founding of these ing.
will naturally be discarded and
colonies was, in a sense, a creThis over-emphasis on a mathe Industrial Management maation and out of this founding terialistic life and the certainjors will swiftly become Plantaevolved the initial cause.
ly over - emphasis on a spirtion Management majors.
An examination of the North itual life branched out from
From this simple reversion, life
and South may substantiate why its foundations, picking up
******* would once again abound in
Psychology, and Art Depart- happiness as it came back up
I say the basic cause of the Civ- one cause - effect relationship
ments. In his spare time, he through the years, only to reil War was the material versus after another until conflict inconstantly worries about this turn again to those days. This
evitably broke out between two
the spiritual.
alarming trend which has been cycle could be repeated forever
The North was generally col- entirely different sections. The
followed by the American peo- and ever until every other
outcome of the war was obonized by religious refugees—the
ple over the past several hun- country became so jealous of
vious.
Puritans, the later Anglicans,
dred years.
our happiness they would
In view of what happened to
Quakers, and Presbyterians be- the South during the War, the
Not only is his worry a conso- staunchly refuse to sell beer to
ing the most numerous. Drawn next step for Southerners was lation to the many people who unenlisted men.
to the sea, to manufacturing, I also obvious. Compelled by a
for a livelihood, they led |seK - righteous North, the South
a simple life on those rocky made an about face. It became
the Bible-Belt, prosperity flourshores of New England.
Kodak Films, Chemicals and Paper
To these colonists, freedom ished and today industrialization
of religion was hard won lib- has its center in the New South.

"Let's Do The Twist!"

Noah's Ark

Civil War Causes

Prof. Lawrence

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.

erty; for they had suffered the
long sea voyages to an unknown land and had weathered the later agonizing years
of settling a frontier to worship as they pleased. Religion
to them was an everyday affair forming the foundation to
their lives, and this way of

Above is shown the dangerous results of "doin' in the twist."
This high flying floozie twisted, missed it, and. . . .!

FROSH RUNOFFS
(Continued from page 1)
votes cast by the freshman
class in the Tuesday election
leads us to believe that they
are not interested in being
represented or in bettering
themselves as a class." He
sincerely hopes that this statement is not true and urges
the freshmen to become more
active, especially in matters
concerning them and their
future.
Becky Epting, Vice Chairman
of Election Board, said: "The
freshmen have again this week
shown that they apparently
don't have any or at leas* much
interest in their own class elections. The newly elected slate
of freshmen class officers seems
to be a fine one. I hope that
they will do their part this year
in stimulating interest in student elections."
Don Heilig, Vice President of
the student body, stated, "What
does it take to stimulate your

interest in electing persons who
will represent you in student
government? These persons will
be making policies that affect
you and your privileges as a
freshman at Clemson. Surely if
you take a few minutes to think
about it, you want a voice in
matters affecting you. Take an
active interest in Clemson politics and you will receive manv
more benefits as you become
more mature Clemson men."

"FOR THE BEST
in comfort for
your fomily
and dare."

SENCONEE
MOTEL
123 By-Pass
SENECA, S. C.

On Campus KtfShukan
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

— AGFA FILMS —

^ABBQtfS
MENS

SHOP

All Types Cameras

SAIL ON, SAIL OM

Projectors and Accessories

I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You get up in
the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordinarily
do. You have your breakfast, you walk 3-our ocelot, you go to
c'.asses, you write home for money, you burn the dean in effigy,
you watch Howdy-Doody, and you go to bed. And do you give
one little thought to the fact that October 12 is Columbus
Day? Xo, you do not.
Xobody thinks about Columbus these days. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, endlessly
stirring saga.

105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Clemson - Seneca

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM

^k^m^^^ff^^^^^
range from the reaches of space

Unretovehed time exposure shows Echo t communications satellite (long line)
crossing the heavens right to left Shorter lines are stars "in motion."

Actual undersea photo of telephone cable off coast of Florida.

to the depths of the sea
Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever needed—whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missile attack, or in your
home or college, or in serving the
nation's business.
When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.
We handled the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.
When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
network and Data-Phone, which can

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.
And so it goes-Long Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar Battery-a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.
Universal communications-the finest,
most dependableanywhere—are what we
deliver. Inside: for home, office, or plant.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
t_

Tbts offer good only in U.S.A. Not valid in states where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted. Offer expires June 30, 1962. Allow four weeks for delivery.

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on August 2o, 1451.'"
His father, Ralph T. Columbus, was in the three-minute auto
wash game. His mother, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a
sprinter. Christopher was an only child, except for his four
brothers and eight sisters. With his father busy all day at the
auto wash and his mother constantly away at track meets,
young Columbus was left pretty much to his own devices.
However, the lad did not sulk or brood. He was an avid reader
and spent all his waking hours immersed in a book. L nfortunately, there was only one book in Genoa at the time—Care of
the Horse by Aristotle—and after several years of reading Care
of the Horse, Columbus grew restless. So when rumor reached
him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he ran as
fast as his fat little legs would cam- him.
The rumor, alas, proved false. The only book in Barcelona
was Cuidar un Caballo by Aristotle, which proved to be no&m^
more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.
Bitterly disappointed, Columbus began to dream of gokig(
to India where, according to legend, there were thousands df
books. But the only way to go to India was on horseback, and
after so many years of reading Care of the Horse, Columbia
never wanted to clap eyes on a horse again. Then a new thought
struck him: perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea!
Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus raced to
the court of Ferdinand and Isabella on his little fat legs (Columbus, though six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs all his
life) and pleaded his case with such fervor that the rulers were
persuaded.
On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the Xew World.
The following year he returned to Spain with a cargo of wonders
never before seen in Europe—spices and metals and plants and
flowers and—most wondrous of all—tobacco! Oh, what a sensation tobacco caused in Europe! The filter had long since been
invented (by Aristotle, curiously enough) but nobody knew
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discoverer,
made still another great discover}-: he took a filter, put tobacco
in front of it, and invented the world's first filter cigarette!
Through the centuries filters have been steadily improved
and so has tobacco, until today we have achieved the ultimate
in the filter cigarette—Marlboro, of course! Oh, what a piece
of work is Marlboro! Great tobacco, great filter, great smoke!
And so, good friends, when next you enjoy a fine Marlboro
Cigarette, give a thought to the plucky Genoese, Christopher
Columbus, whose vision and perseverance made the whole
lovely thing possible.
© IMI M«I shoim.»

And thank Columbia too for the king-size Philip Morris
Commander. If unaltered cigarettes are your choice, you'll
find Commander the choice of the unaltered. Welcome
aboard.
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Wake Forest Invades "Valley"
Cub Back Stopped Short

Tigers After Second Win;
Deacons Winless In Three

By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
This year Clemson students have a new yell —
WARD. It was originated last year by someone on the
upper quadrangle, but until the appearance of freshman halfback Billy Ward of Columbia, students had
only used WARD on the quadrangle. At last Friday's
Clemson-North Carolina freshman football game, the
yell was used constantly as both UNC and the Cubs had
a Ward playing for them. With Ward moving up to the
varsity next year, Death Valley will resound with an
occasional "WAARRDDD".

Poor Attendance At Frosh Game
Speaking of the freshman game, the turnout
was the worst ever seen by many observers. You
rats missed a great game and it is hoped that there
will be a big crowd on hand for the annual Carolina-Clemson freshman game, October 20, at
Death Valley. Some of the rats who did make an
effort to come, were there only in body and not in
mind. The cheering was far from good and quite a
number of rats found it "too much trouble" to
stand up for a cheer. ALL RATS ARE REQUIRED
TO STAND FOR ANY CLEMSON CHEER —
which is asking very little.
In last Saturday's 27-0 romp over North Carolina,
the Tigers stopped fumbling long enough to completely
blast the Tar Heels. It was called "a big upset" by one
national magazine, but we all knew what Clemson
could do. Eliminate one mistake from the first two
games and the Tigers would be 3-0. The victory Saturday marked the Tigers second straight shut out over
the Tar Heels. Last year Clemson broke a three game
losing streak with a convincing 24-0 triumph.

Third And Fourth Units Sparkle
In the North Carolina game, Coach Howard
used his third and fourth teams for the major part
of the fourth quarter. The third team looked good
on offense and scored the final touchdown. The
fourth unit now entered the ball game and although many on this unit weren't listed in the
program, tossed UNC backwards 16 yards in three
plays.
The old saying that one man doesn't "make" a
football team is being proven again this year. The
Roman Gabrial led North Carolina State Wolfpack have
managed only one win in three decisions — that was a
21-14 win over lowly Virginia. Last year Norman Snead
was supposed to be "great", but Wake Forest could
manage only two victories. Those sports writers who
picked State to be the top team in the conference and
one of the best in the nation had better keep quiet for
quite a while.

Band Day
Clemson takes on the Demon Deacons of Wake
Forest tomorrow and it will be "Band Day". The bands
with their colorful uniforms and ever popular majorettes are a welcome sight each year at Clemson. In
the series with Wake Forest, the Tigers have an 18-8
advantage over the Deacons. Clemson has won ten
straight from Wake and the last time the Deacs came
away with the game was in 1949 by the score of 35-21.
The usual thorn in Clemson's side, that of injuries to key personnel has been missing this year,
much to the pleasure of the coaches. This may be
due to the excellent condition the boys were in
when they reported in September. Let's hope our
good record continues. This year Clemson has been
plagued by fumbles and a poor pass defense. However, after the North Carolina slaughter, it appears
that these weaknesses have been improved considerably.

In The Tiger's Den
Former Clemson baseball star and ex-Baltimore
Oriole pitcher, BILLY O'DELL, has been placed on the
premium list of National League players put up for
grabs by the current eight teams. The two new clubs,
the New York Mets and Houston Colts, will have to
pay at least $125,000 for any of the players on the
premium list. O'Dell had a good year with the San
Francisco Giants posting a 7-5 record and O'Dell's name
on the list came as somewhat of a surprise. 1960 CoCaptain DAVE LYNN is currently playing guard for
the Doughboy's of Fort Benning, Ga. The former AllAtlantic Coast Conference guard joined the Doughboy's just last week.

LOOK!
404 Sheets Of Top Quality

NOTEBOOK PAPER

only--- 981
"LOW PRICES WERE BORN HERE,
RAISED ELSEWHERE."

A Tiger Cub is hauled down short of the goal by three North Carolina defenders. The
Cubs outlasted the Tar Babies, 30-27, in Death Valley. (Tiger Sports Photo by Gene Hamrick)

Beat UNC, 30-27

CubsMeetDuke Today
Hoping For Third Win
The Tiger Cubs met the Tar
Babies of the University of North
Carolina last Friday in their
second game of the season and
came out on top 30-27. Parts
of the game looked good for the
young team, but at times they
found it hard to move the ball
and twice allowed North Carolina to run nearly the length of
the field to score.
The first quarter was
sparked by a brilliant run by
quarterback Jimmy Bell. Bell
took the ball from center and
ran 54 yards for the touchdown soon after the game began. The point was added and
the Clemson Frosh took an
early 7-0 lead. The two teams
battled on fairly even basis
until the closing seconds of
the second half.
With 25 seconds remaining in
the half Bell fired a pass to
Roger Jarvis 'for 22 yards and
another to Harold Davis for 16
yards to put the Cubs in scoring position. The clock showed
15 seconds remaining when
James Bailey kicked a field goal
to put the Clemson Frosh out
front 10-0. This later proved to
be the deciding factor of the
game.
The second half was hardly
under way before the Cubs
found themselves in scoring
position once again. By means
of a long pass to Mike Troy
the Tigers put the ball on the
2 yard line before Harold Davis crashed over the center of
the line to score. Bailey had
no trouble adding the extra
point and Clemson led 17-0.
The Tar Heel Babies once
again received the kick-off, but
they found it impossible to move
an inch and were forced to punt.
The Tigers moved the ball to
the one yard line where Rosco
Turpin, in for the ailing Thom-

as Ray, put it across on the
quarterback sneak. The extra
point was added and Clemson
took a rather demanding lead of
24-0. From here until the end
of the game it was nearly all
North Carolina.
The Clemson third unit was
sent into the game for the
kick-off. Ronnie Jackson, the
Carolina safety man, took the
kick and returned it 85 yards
for the first North Carolina
tally. The point was good and
the Tigers led 24-7. The Cubs
after receiving the kick-off
were forced to punt.
To start the first quarter the
Tar Babies began a drive that
would not end until they had
scored. They threw nine consecutive passes and completed
six. The sixth was good for their
second touchdown. The extra
point attempt was wide of the
uprights and Carolina now
trailed 24-13.
The Cubs again made an attempt on the offense but were
stopped short and again found
themselves in a punting position.
The kick bounced out of bounds
on the North Carolina 26 yard
line. One long pass went the
entire 74 yards for the touchdown. By scoring three straight
touchdowns and two extra points
the Tar Babies narrowed the

College Avenue

CLEMSON, S. C.

Deacons and a real battle is
expected. Clemson has a terrific offense and leads the
conference in rushing, passing,
and total offense, plus being
second in rushing defense. The;
lowest the Tigers were in any
statistics was fifth in pass defense, yielding 113 yards a
game.
The probable starters for ths]
Tigers Saturday are Glaze and
Poole at ends, Osbourne and
Hynes at tackle, Armstrong and
West at guard, Veronee at center, Anderson at quarterback,
Barnes and Black at halfback,
and Scrudato at fullback.
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DANS BUFFET BEFORE
THE GAME

BOB SAYS:
Sometimes
it pays to dig,
and if you'll
dig through
our barrier —
you'll find
exceptional values!

QUICK, FAST SERVICE
ir 3 Meats To Choose From
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Values to $45.00

$29.99

and Drinks
Hamburgers & Cheeseburgers
Will Also Be Served

GREENVILLE, S. C.
THE COLLEGE SHOP

Girl Etcher's Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

To The

Towne House

^3

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAKS

ANDERSON

Sammeth Drug Company
WALGREEN AGENCY

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011

: OCOHEE :
:THEATRE:

SIDE

FRONT

SENECA, S. C.

FRI., SAT., SUN. & MON.
OCT. 13, 14, 15 & 16

"COME
SEPTEMBER"
Gina LOLLOBRIGDA
Rock HUDSON
Sandra DEE
Bobby DARIN

FRI., OCT. 13

BREED"
ROCK HUDSON

— • —
SAT., OCT. 14
'TIL 6 P. M.

— • —

"TO HELL &

TUES. & WED.

BACK"

OCT. 17 & 18

SAT.-WED,, OCT. 14-18

— • —

"PARRISH"

"A THUNDER OF
DRUMS"
Richard BOONE

1L@8§®K] H a How to recognize a girl
It is not surprising, in these days of constantly changing
fashion standards, that girls are often mistaken for men.
Certain popular items of apparel, such as slacks,
baggy sweaters and boxy suits, contribute to this unfortunate situation. Therefore, we suggest that new
students of girl watching start with the fundamentals
(see above diagram). As you can see, girls are easiest

to identify from the side. However, even the beginner
will soon achieve proficiency from front and rear as welL
Advanced students can usually tell a girl from a man
at five hundred paces, even when both are wearing
asbestos firefighting suits. (You might try offering the
subject a Pall Mall, but you won't prove anything. It'»
an extremely popular brand with both sexes.)

AUDIE MURPHY

"MASTER OF
THE WORLD"

OCT. 20 & 21

Three views of on average, healthy girl

"LAWLESS

— • —

TROY DONAHUE

— Serving Clemson Since 1908 —

Chuck Reiley, Snead's replacement at quarterback.
At ends the Deacons have
Bill Hull, Henry Newton, Brent
Mudd, and sophomore Dennis
Revell. Tackle is headed by
Kent Martin, Paul Martlneau,
Jimmy Williams,
and Tom
Lally. The guards include Bob
Irvin, Bruce Nation, John Badoud, and Tommy Egge. Larry
Coker is the starting center with
Wally Bridwell his top replacement.
Chuck Reiley has a man-size
job of replacing the great Snead
but he should prove capable. If
he fails, sophomore Jimmy Bedgood or Ronnie Smith can step
in. Winston Futch leads the
halfbacks, with Johnny Morris,
Don Frederick, Harold Jackson,
and Jack Tesh other halfbacks.
Bruce McDonnell is Wake's fullback, backed up by Gerald Rudelitsch.
The Tigers are ready for the

WELCOME

THURS. & FRI.

L C. Martin Drug Co.

margin to 24-20.
Harold Davis, Billy Ward and
Howard Hughes charged the line
for substantial gains to put the
ball on the 33 yard line of North
Carolina. Bell, giving a wonderful performance throughout
the afternoon, picked up 29 yards
in three consecutive plays. With
only nine seconds remaining in
the game Hughes carried the
ball inside the two yard line
where the Tar Babies were penalized half the distance to the
goal. With only seconds left to
play Howard Hughes plunged
through the line to score. Bailey
missed his first extra point of
the season. It was his eleventh
try.
With the scoreboard clock
showing seven seconds of game
time left the Clemson third
(Continued on Page 5)

By TOMMY PEELE
Tiger Sports Writer
Wake Forest invades Death
Valley tomorrow to take on the
steam rolling Tigers. The Tigers
have finally gotten their potent offense into high gear and
are set for the Demon Deacons.
The Deacons on the other hand
are looking for an offense.
Head Coach Bill Hildebrand
is crying this year due to the
loss of the great "Passin' Parson," Norman Snead, who is
currently the Washington
Redskins' number one quarterback. The Deacons so far this
year have lost to Baylor 31-0,
South Carolina 10-7, and last
week 23-3 to mighty Duke.
Wake Forest has put the most
emphasis on a ground attack
this year and several sophomores
have invaded the starting lineup. Wake has nineteen returning
lettermen from a squad which
posted a 2-8 record, both ACC
victories.
The Deacons run from a
Split - T offense and could
pose a stumbling block in the
path of Maryland or Clemson in their quest for the ACC
title. The sophomores hold the
key to Wake's success, as does

— • —
THURS.-FRI., OCT. 19-20

"NIKKI"
Walt Disney in
Technicolor

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

This ad based on the book, The Girl Watcher's Guide." Text:
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
Dedini. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.
•»'» ~eS3Mhr<f

Pall Mall's
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!
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We Pick 'Em
CRAFT

PREGNALL

PEELE

Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Penn State
Citadel
Ga. Tech
Rice
Geo. Wash.
Georgia

Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Penn State
William & Mary
Ga. Tech
Rice
Geo. Wash.
Fla. State

Clemson
Alabama
Arkansas
Penn State
William & Mary
Ga. Tech
Rice
Geo. Wash.
Georgia

LSU

LSU

Maryland
Miami
Michigan St.
Minnesota
Notre Dame
Texas
UCLA
Virginia
Newberry
Furman

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Texas
UCLA
Virginia
Wofford
Furman

RISHER
Clemson over Wake Forest
Alabama OTer NC State
Baylor over Arkansas
Penn State over Army
William & Mary over Citadel
Georgia Tech over Duke
Rice over Florida
George Washington over Richmond
Georgia orer Florida State
JLSU QTer South Carolina
Maryland over North Carolina
Miami over Colorado
Michigan over Michigan State
Minnesota over Northwestern
Notre Dame over Southern Cal
Texas over Oklahoma
UCLA over Vanderbili
Virginia over VMI
Wofford over Newberry
Furman over Howard

Barnes Snares Aerial
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GHOST

BOLEY

Clemson
Alabama
Alabama
Arkansas
Arkansas
Penn State
Penn State
William & Mary William & Mary
Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech

Clemson
Alabama
Baylor
Penn State

Geo. Wash.
Fla. State

Geo. Wash.
Fla. State

Ga. Tech
Rice
Geo. Wash.
Fla. State

LSU

LSU

LSU

LSU

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Minnesota
Notre Dame
Texas
UCLA
Virginia
Wofford
Furman

Maryland
Miami
Michigan St.
Minnesota
Notre Dame

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Minnesota
Notre Dame

UCLA

Maryland
Miami
Michigan
Minnesota
Notre Dame
Texas
Vandy

VMI

Virginia

Wofford

Wofford
Furman

Ric
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PASS OFFENSE
Team

Clemson halfback Gary Barnes snares a Joe Anderson pa's
for Clemson's second touchdown In Its 27-0 romp over North
Carolina. (Tiger Sports Photo by Frank Griffith.)

Tigers Sharp;
Maul UNC, 27-0
By TOMMY RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor
Clemson's Tigers played their best game in two
years to break into the win column for the first time
this year. It was one of the most complete Clemson
victories in recent years, as they completely dominated
play from beginning to end.
The Bengals didn't play that
much better than they did the
first two games, but they just
eliminated the fumble problem,
and did a good job on pass defense for the first time this
year. It simply goes to show that
the Tigers will be really tough
when they are "right."
The game got underway with
Clemson receiving, and not being able to move. Werntz then
punted a 63 yarder that rolled
dead on the UNC 10 yard line.
After one first down, the Tar
Heels' Ray Farris punted one
67 yards which Black returned
to the Clemson 31.
From here Parker's "Rambler" unit took over. After Parker hit Lam on a beautiful 28
yard pass-run, the Tigers moved
the ball to the UNC 31, only to
lose the ball on downs. They
soon got it back though, as
Pavilack returned a Farris punt
14 yards to his 40.
This time the "Ramblers"
were not to be denied. Lam
skipped through the line for
ten yards, and then McGuirt,
Pavilack, and Parker moved the
ball steadily to the UNC 23.
From this point Parker threaded
the needle with a perfect pass
that Tommy King took as he
crossed the goal line with a
UNC defender all over his back.
The Tigers scored again in the
second period after UNC lost on
an exchange of punts when
Werntz kicked one out on the 2
yard line. The Tigers moved
from the UNC 44 for one first
down on the UNC 33. From there
Joe Anderson fired a pass that
Gary Barnes took away from
two defenders and stepped
across the goal line.
The Bengals didn't score again

• SHOE TREES

until early in the last stanza.
The third period was spent trying to get out of the hole, as
UNC launched their best drive
and Farris's punting added to
the Tigers' miseries.
Clemson finally got moving
with the help of a roughing the
kicker penalty that moved the
ball to the Clemson 35. Wendell
Black got loose for 22 yards to
the Carolina 25 as the Tigers
were on the move. On the next
play Anderson passed to Glaze,
and interference was called on
the Tar Heels in the end zone,
and Ron Scrudato scored a play
later from the 1 yard line.
With the Tigers leading 21-0,
the third string took over and
moved the ball well, with Tommy Black getting the TD and
also a 32 yard run in the drive.
The third team then held UNC,
and almost were able to score
again before losing the ball on
the 12.
It would be hard to single out
any individual for an outstanding game, they all played so
well. The Tiger line was again
tough, as they limited the Tar
Heels to 71 yards rushing. The
pass defense finally came around
too, as the North Carolinians
picked up only 27 yards via the
air ways.
One of the best punting duels
in a long time took place, with
Werntz averaging 44.8 yards per
kick, and UNC averaging 45.8
yards a punt. On offense for the
Tigers, it was Parker, Anderson,
Barnes, Black, and Lam leading
the way. It was probably Lam's
best game of his college career,
as he ran with the vigor that
has been expected of him.

• SHOE BAGS

Games
3

Clemson
Duke ....
Maryland
N. C. State
South Carolina
Virginia
North Carolina
Wake Forest

3
3
3
3
3
2
3

Yards
472
456
399
326
231
217
104
154

TOTAL OFFENSE
Team
Clemson
Duke
Maryland _____
N. C. State
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virgina
Wake Forest

Games Yards Avg,
3
1014 338.0
3
941 313.7
930 310.0
635 211.6
415 207.5
612 204.0
602 200.7
512
170.7

Maryland And Duke
Lead Atlantic Coast
By BILL LINN
Tiger Sports Writer
ACC action featured one upset and a few surprises this past
weekend. Several teams made
showings to indicate a strong
finish in the race this year.
Maryland continued their
present upsurge by knocking
off seventh - ranked Syracuse
23-21. Once again it was the
Novak to Collins combination,
Collins snaring a two point
conversion after Maryland's
last touchdown, that brought
the Terrapins victory. Maryland plays host to North Carolina this weekend, hoping to
continue their winning ways.
Clemson provided a small surprise by employing an air-tight
pass defense to go with their
tested line defense in blasting
North Carolina 27-0. Coach
Frank Howard used four units
effectively to completely monopolize the game.
Once again South Carolina
lost a thriller, this one being
to Georgia 17-14. The Gamecocks had an early lead, but a
fourth quarter surge by the
victory - hungry Bulldogs
tumbled the Roosters to defeat. South Carolina plays
host to L.S.U. this weekend in

a top clash.
North Carolina State finally
found a running game to go
with Roman Gabriel's passing,
but still had to fight off a pesky
University of Virginia team 2114. N. C. State travels to Alabama to take on the undefeated
Crimson Tide this weekend.
Meanwhile, Virginia plays Virginia Tech at Norfolk.
Duke retained its ACC lead
with an easy 23-3 win over hapless Wake Forest. Duke combined a strong passing game to
_0 With their heralded rushing
game in notching their third
consecutive victory. Duke travels to Georgia Tech this weekend to battle the Jackets.

CAPRI'S
123 By-Pass
CLEMSON, S. C.

'Mural Records Fall
As Students Respond

CUBS MEET

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

can have matches with other
schools. Mr. H. N. Cooledge,
Architecture, and Mr. C. J.
Cazeau, Geology, are the faculty advisers for the 19611962 session and both have
had extensive experience.
The Club has been active at
Clemson for two years and from
the reports given at the meeting
Tuesday, an excellent year is
in store. The Fencers are still
accepting new members and
anyone interested in joining
should contact either Mr. Cooledge, Mr. Cazeau, or come to
the Y.M.C.A. gym any Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, between 5:00 or 7:00.

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
BEAT WAKE FOREST

STRIPED BUTTON-DOWN
Certainly you can't afford to be without this
perfectionist. It provides a variation on the
classic design-muted stripes giving an
individual distinction to the most favored of
designs. Add that to the fine oxford-appreciati
the comfortably flared button-down collar...
arid you have the most authoritative look
a man could wish for.

wallers & hillman
campus shop
clemson - anderson

g&s&s__s&s$s

TO ALL STUDENTS OF

CLEMSON
CAN YOU USE A HUNDRED BUCKS?
That's what you can win in every one of

V VICEROYS Big

CORDUROY TROUSERS

$5.95
SPORT SHIRTS

$2.98

Judge Keller

} College Football Contests
IT'S EASY! Just pick the ten winning teams, predict the scores—and you're in the money!

sLUUBx!
nnus

jlgtijOHVt STUDENTS ON THIS CAMPUS
ARE
p£&^
ELIGIBLE!

make mistakes...

HERE ARE ALL THE PR,ZES

YOU CAN WIN!

•1
(Attach Viceroy package or facsimile here)

Viceroy College Football
CONTEST NO. 2

Got The Filter! Got The Blend!

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typing errors never show on Corrasable. The special surface of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
trace—with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: cleanlooking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistake—type on Corrasable!
Your choice of Corrasable in
light, medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. In handy 100sheet packets and 500-sheet
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrasable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION ;"jj[) PITTS FIELD, MASS,

Here are my predictions for next Saturday's games.
Send my prize money to:

Only Viceroy's got the
^geave* Filter.
Viceroy's Deep-Weave
Filter is made of vegetable
material that's pure
and safe.

NAME_
ADDRESS.

WIN
2 Georgia U.
12 Georgia Tech.

Here are the Contest Rules
-Read 'em and Win!

t -Qtries must be in contestant's own name.

On the coupon in this ad or on an Official
Entry Blank or piece of paper of the same size
and format, write your predictions of the
scores of the games and check the winners.
Enclose an empty Viceroy package or a reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name as it appears on the package front, Mail entry to
Viceroy at the Box Number on the entry blank
or drop in Viceroy Football Contest Ballot Box
on campus.
3. Entries will be judged by The Reuben H.
Donnelley Corp. on the basis of number of
winners correctly predicted. Ties will be
broken ori the basis of scores predicted. Duplicate prizes awarded in case of final ties.
4. Winners are eligible for any prize in subsequent contests.

C 1961. BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.

CLASS
,S£ FRINT PLAINLY)

* Reg. U.S. Patent Office

1. Any student or faculty member on this
campus may enter except employees of Brown
& Williamson, its advertising agencies, or
members of their immediate families. All
entries become the property of Brown & Williamson—none will be returned. Winners will
be notified within three weeks after each contest. Winners' names may be published in this
newspaper. You may enter as often as you
wish, provided each entry is sent individually.
Contest subject to all governmental regulations. Entries must be postmarked or dropped
in ballot box on campus no later than the
Wednesday midnight before the games are
played and received by noon Friday of the
tame week. The right to discontinue future
contests is reserved.

5 other prizes of $10 each.^
PLUS a free carton of Viceroys
to every contestant who names
the ten winning teams—
REGARDLESS OF THE SCORES!

1st PRIZE"
2nd PRIZE,
3rd PRIZE;

All you have to do is clip the coupon, pick the
winners and predict the scores—then figure out
how you're going to spend that hundred bucks!

Only^CEROY'S Got It...
At Both Ends!

Sloan's Men's Store

Now Serving Regular Dinner Meals

The Clemson Fencing Club
held its first meeting Tuesday
night and elected officers for
the first semester. Charles Pristin was elected President and
Dale Guilland was elected Secretary - Treasurer. New members were welcomed and plans
made to begin their initial instruction.
The Y.M.C.A. furnishes the
necessary equipment and it is
Intra-mural football is well the blank from last week's "Ti- hoped that the Clemson Club
underway and director Bill Wil- ger" to file entry.
helm is happy to report that
Play begins Monday under
there were 973 participants that
signed up for the sport to play the supervision of tennis
(Continued from Page 4)
for 52 teams. Both are new rec- Coach Leslie Longshore and
unit again entered the game
ords for Clemson touch football. math Professor Gil Miller.
and North Carolina's Ronnie
The teams are divided into All students, graduate stuJackson again ran for a spectwelve teams — four of five dents, faculty and staff are
tacular touchdown. This time
teams and eight of four teams.
he covered 91 yards. Time had
eligible to compete. All matchalready run out as the place
The program is set up on a
es
will
be
played
on
the
varkick split the uprights. The
round robin basis with each
Tiger Cubs took the victory
team meeting its league oppo- sity courts with Coach Longnent once.
30-27.
shore furnishing the balls.
The teams that compile the
best won - lost record during
regular season play in their respective league advance to the
single-elimination tournament
to determine the campus.
champion.
Eight games were scheduled
during the first week of play
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 3 and 4. Seven were actually played as D4 elected to
forfeit their first game to the
Pre-fabs.
In other games F5 scored a
Montana playoff victory over
E4, 7-6. F3 edged E2, 6-0. Kappa Sigma Nu trampled Barnwell County, 34-7, and F4 belted
E5, 22-0. In still a fourth game
involving opponents from sections E and F, the Fox boys
from the 2nd floor stopped E6,
2-0.
Nu Epsilon was no match
for Chester County, bowing 027, and B9 stopped the Devil
unit of Delta Kappa Alpha,
13-0. First round play continues through October 16.
Barring bad weather new
schedules will be distributed
that day.
Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Cola Co. — New York
Tennis enthusiasts who wish
to enter the intra-mural tournament had better hurry. Saturday, October 14, is the deadline
for entries. Students are to use _
Intramural play got underway with a record of the number
of participants and teams competing. This is a shot from
just one of the many thrilling games being played this fall.
(Tiger Sports Photo by Frank Griffith.)

^SECOND CONTEST OCTOBER 21st

We all

2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00

Pristin-Guilland, New Officers
Of Swordsmen's Fencing Society

$19.95

• CLEMSON WEEKEND BAGS

AMERICAN and ITALIAN FOODS

7—North Carolina at Chapel Hill
14—W. Forest at Clemson (Band Day) _
21—Duke at Durham
28—Auburn at Auburn
4—Tulane at Clemson (Homecoming)
11—South Carolina at Columbia ..
18—Furman at Clemson (Youth Day)
25—N. C. State at Clemson (IPTAY Day)

SPORT COATS

• CLOTHES BAGS

Try Our....

Avg.
157.3
152.0
133.0
108.7
77.0
71.0
52.0
51.3

3
3
8
8
9
9

FOLLOW THE TIGERS
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

UCLA
Virginia
Newberry
Furman

Games Yafds Avg.
542 180.7
3
3
531 177.0
485
3
161.7
2
311
155.5
3
385
128.3
381
3
127.0
3
358
119.3
3
309
103.0

Team
Clemson _
Maryland
Duke ___
North Carolina
Virginia
South Carolina
Wake Forest _.
N. C. State

G.B.

L
22
25
25
30
30
31
31

W
58
55
55
50
50
49
49

Risher ...
Peele ...
Pregnall
Craft .....
Ghost
Boley
Lynn

LINN

Clemson Dominates
ACC Statistic Wise

■ ■ .■;'.' ;. :.V' ■

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM

Intramural Play

RUSHING OFFENSE

' :

Page 5

SCORE

WIN
2 Auburn

2 Clemson

□ Duke

2 California

□ So. Calif.

□ Iowa

2 Wisconsin

\22 Michigan St.

2 Notre Dame

DL-S.U.

2 Kentucky

[2 Penn. St.

2 Syracuse

I

2 Kansas

| Oklahoma
2 Michigan

SCORE

2 Mississippi St.

2 Purdue

Contest open ONLY TO STUDENTS AND J
'' TY ON THIS CAMPUS.
Mail before midnight, Oct. 18, to Viceroy. Box 89-C, Mt. Vernon 10, New York

I
I
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Student Government

WSBF Program Schedule
88.1 mc. - FM
AM &
8:58
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:05
1:00
1:03
4:00
4:05
6:00
7 :l)0
7:05
9:00
9:10
11:00
11:05
1?:00
12:02
1:00
1:02

SUNDAY
FM:
Sign On
Songtime
Spiritual Interlude
News A Sports
Sunday Cavalcade
News
Sunday Cavalcade
News
Allegro
Music at Sundown
News
Mostly Music
News and Sports
Evergreens
News
Nightbeat
News Headlines
East of Midnight
News Final
Sign Off

AM &
6:58
7:00
7:02
8:00
8:05
9:00
9:02
10:00
10:10
12:00
12:02

SATURDAY
FM:
Sign On
News Headlines
Platter Party
(Wonderland of Music—FM)
News
Mostly Music
News Headlines
Mostly Music
News & Sports
Impressions in Sound
News & Sports Final
Sign Off

Letters To Tom
Dear Tom:
Having read an article on the
editorial page of last week's
TIGER it appears that a certain
columnist needs to add (sic) a
a few quotation marks to his
editorial.
The previously mentioned article is strikingly similar to an
article in Harper's Magazine of
October. Since the other organizations of this school, namely
Taps and CDA work hard on
their projects, why shouldn't
the columnist on the TIGER do
the same.
Jock McClure, '64

sees the famed Clemson spirit
melting away? Some say this
cannot be helped because of the
dining hall situation, but Tom,
does eating cafeteria style keep
students from cheering at the
football game? Every student
is at least partly responsible for
this degeneration of spirit. The
upperclassmen are being too
lenient with the freshmen, and
the freshmen are not going to
pep rallies or cheering in the
dining hall when asked.
The main cause of this poor
spirit is lack of leadership. By
the middle of the third quarter
of the Maryland game, about
Dear Tom:
half of the upperclassmen and
What does one do when he hardly any of the rats were

Upcoming Tigerama
Promises 'Best Yet9
Tigerama will be held this
November 3rd in the Stadium
at 7:00. This year's Tigerama
will be the best yet presented
and promises to be an evening
of fun filled entertainment for
the troops and their dates.
Tigerama is under the cosponsorship of Blue Key and
The Alumni Association. The
Tigerama Committee is hard at
work to give the persons that
will be attending the best show
that has ever been presented.
The list of skits and other attractions is still incomplete, but,
as in the past, the show will be
composed of something for everybody.
Co-Chairmen of the Tigerama
Committee are Charlie Hagood
and Rusty Willamon. Working
with them are Norman Guthrie,
Personnel Chairman; Jim
Caughman, Technical Director;

Boyd Loadholt, Field Chairman;
Tom Weeks, Ticket Chairman;
Whitey Holiday and Bill Martin,
Publicity Chairmen; and Jim
Belk, Lighting and Communications.
This will be an excellent way
to get the Homecoming Weekend started and will be a show
that will be long remembered
by all those who will attend.

WSBF SPLITS

yelling, but unfortunately our
head cheerleader did not notice
this or did not care enough to
try and correct the situation.
But even worse, Tom, was the
fact that he, himself, gave the
impression that he had given up
on the Fighting Tigers and had
only a half hearted interest in
leading any more cheers.
Now let us look at our pep
rallies. I wish all Clemson students could have been at North
Carolina last week and have
seen what a real pep rally is
like. At our last one only about
two hundred rats bothered to
show up. Look what our rallies
consist of: one or two cannon
shots, one C-L-E-M, one T-I-G,
the Alma Mater, and Tiger Rag.
The tradition of having the rats
run to the flag pole seems to
have been discontinued. There
could well be a good reason for
this, but why was it replaced
with a new tradition which consists of five minutes of tissue
paper throwing at the Tiger
Band and the cheering squad.
Yes, Tom, some improvements
need to be made. This letter is
intended as an honest criticism,
and its purpose is not to degrade
our head cheerleader. Unfortunately his position is not one
for a person who wishes to win
popularity contests. He has the
necessary ability, and if every
student will co-operate,. 1961
could yet be a year in which
the Clemson Spirit reaches an
all time high.
John Walker, '63

(Continued from page 1)
report on international, state,
and local news, sports, features,
and weather five times daily.
We also have made the necesNEW POLICY
sary arrangements for our FM
(Continued from page 1)
programming to be piped into
the dining hall to provide un- parents and leaders in commuinterrupted music during the nities where they live; and may
supper hour."
be interviewed where any of
McLean further stated that these intangible factors are in
"the staff of Student Radio feels doubt. A special written report
Student- Wins Award that this is the biggest event may be required on such topics
Jimmy McDonough, architec- that's occurred in the history of as goals in life, reasons for
ture student at Clemson, won Cemson Radio since the initial choice of college, and vocational
selection.
the blue ribbon for an oil paint- sign-on May 1, 1958."
ing entered in a class for 17year old youths at the Tennessee State Fair recently. The
painting was created in leisure
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
time as an original work. The
Hardware - Sporting Goods
15x20 canvas was in modern
style in yellow and brown, with
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
black accent.
McDonough is a 1961 graduate of McMinnville City High
School, where he received one
year of art training under Mrs.
Elizabeth Womack, art instructor.
Gifts For All Occasions

SUSGA—The Southern Universities Student Government Association will hold its annual conference
on the Clemson campus next spring. Paul Goodson,
arrangements chairman for the conference, has appointed two of the five committees which will be preparing for this event.
The Pre-Meeting Information Committee is now
compiling material for an orientation pamphlet which
will be presented to delegates upon their arrival at
Clemson. This pamphlet will include information on
the Clemson College campus, the various bills which
will be presented at the conference, and other business
matters.
The Information and Room Reservation Committee
will be in charge of registering the delegates, getting
them settled in their rooms at the Clemson House, and
distributing conference materials prepared by other
committees. Both committees are now functioning, and
all positions have been filled. There are three other
committees which will be open in the near future for
student participation.
Members of the Cabinet will leave the campus at
1:00 P. M. Tuesday for a visit to the Boys of America
Home in Greenville. Last year the Clemson student
body adopted as 'little brothers' the boys at this home,
and this project is under the direction of Student Government.
These boys will be brought to the campus this year
for football and basketball games, and Clemson Students will again be asked to display their generosity in
contributing funds to buy Christmas presents for their
'little brothers'.
The recent childish behavior of some students
at pep rallies has been termed 'conduct unbecoming Clemson gentlemen' and as such constitutes a
High Court offense. Hall Counselors and other officials have been charged with submitting names to
the High Court for trial.
The Cabinet hopes that the behavior of Clemson
Gentlemen will be such that no action will be necessary on the part of the High Court in the punishment
of offenders.

Cheerleaders Win Motion
At the meeting of the Student Senate on Tuesday
night the question of the student body's electing the
head cheerleader was discussed at length. After several
points were brought out, including opinions from the
cheering squad and opposing senators, a' vote was
taken. The motion was defeated. It was then moved
that the motion be tabled for reconsideration at a later
time; this was also defeated.

fRANK A. PIERSOL

J.OHN H. BUTLER

AARON SCHMIDT

Band Day Half-Time
Features 50 Bands
These men will direct a colorful
gathering of some 3,200 high
school band musicians and performers from 50 schools in
North and South Carolina and
Georgia during spectacular halftime entertainment for the
Clemson - Wake Forest football
game at Clemson October 14.
Frank A. Piersol, director of
bands at Iowa State University
and president of the National
Association of College Band Directors, will be guest conductor
for the massed band performance. John H. Butler, director
of the Clemson Tiger Band, is
program coordinator.
Dr. Aaron Schmidt, director
of marching organizations at
Austin Peay State College,

CIVIL ENGINEER
(Continued from page 1)
working with this new program
are Dr. Robert W. Moorman,
acting dean of engineering; Dr.
James M. Stepp, professor of
agricultural economics; Dr.
George F. Meenaghan, associate
professor of chemical engineering; and John M. Ford, associate professor of civil engineering.

Clarksville, Tenn., will supervise baton twirling.
Morgan G. Brenner, famed
percussion instructor from York,
Pa., will coordinate color guard
units. Another guest conductor
is William T. Slaughter, director
of the Aiken High School Band.
The Seneca High School Band,
directed by Milton Butler, will
represent visiting Wake Forest
College.
The full complement will include 38 high school bands from
South Carolina, seven from
North Carolina and five from
Georgia, plus the Clemson Tiger Band.

The demonstration team were
prepared to answer questions
about the equipment and its use,
and also explain the mission and
activities of the Ordnance Corps,
which spends approximately
three-fourths of the Army's
budget, and is responsible for all
research and development in the
Army missile and rocket fields
as well as in weapons for the
combat arms.

DIXIE SPORTING GOODS
"The Best In Sporting Goods For Sportsmen"
Phone 232-8512

35 South Main Street

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

10% DISCOUNT
To All STUDENTS Who Bring In This Ad

SENECA BY-PASS

TRY BOWLING,
It's Great For A Date

Those without come and
see us about forming a
league - - - anytime you
choose.

• WATCHES
• CHINA

"THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN'S
JEWELER"

"I understand you don't see eye-to-eye
with Professor Shultz...."

TASTE O SEA FROZEN FISH SICKS
8 or. pkg. _ 29c
TASTE 0 SEA PERCH FILETS
3 lbs. _ $1.00
LIBBY'S SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS
V/i lb. can _3 for $1.00
MORRELL'S PRIDE CANADIAN BACON
chuck style __ 79c

,KING

ALETTES

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

39c (with five dollar order)

BUNNY BREAD
large 1 Vi lb. loaf _ 23c

r.f

IGGtTT t> MYEKS TOBACCO COt

GRADE A DRESSED HENS
3 to 4 lbs. avg., lb. __ 19c
SUGAR
5 lb. bag

The Army Ordnance Corps
Exhibit Unit from Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md., visited
Clemson Tuesday. The display
was in the basement of the Old
Physics Building.
The skilled team of weapons
demonstrators from this "Home
of Army Ordnance" were on
hand to demonstrate the latest
weapons developed by the Army
to modernize their present and
future Army.
The Davy Crockett, the Infantryman's nuclear punch; the
new M-79 Grenade launcher;
the XM-72 Light Antitank Weapon: 81mm Mortar; the SS-11
antitank rocket; and the M14
rifle and M-60 machine-gun, the
latest in infantry basic weapons,
were among the "Weapons of
Tomorrow" which were demonstrated.

ON THE

CLEMSON JEWELERS
• SILVER

Ordnance Corps
Visits Clemson;
Displays Latest

Band Day Leaders

Timber Lanes

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

• DIAMONDS

|

Cab/net Release

600 kc. -AM

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
AM A FM:
3:57 Sign On
4:00 News Headlines and Weather
4:02 Platter Party
(Wonderland of Music—FM)
5:00 News, National and Carolina
5:05 Mostly Music
6:00 News Headlines and Weather
6:02 Mostly Music
6:00 News Headlines and Weather
6:02 Mostly Music
7:00 News
7:05 Mostly Music
8:00 Concert Hall
9:00 News & Sports
9:10 Stardust*
11:00 News
11:05 Nightbeat
12:00 News Headlines
12:02 East of Midnight
1:00 Todays Headlines
1:02 Sign Off
•Thursday night—9:10 Student GOT.
Reports; 9:30 Stardust

Friday, October 13, 1961

BEAT WAKE!

